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Plasma Sheet and Fireball Observations 
D. N. BAKER AND E. C. STONE 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125 
With the California Institute of Technology electron/isotope spectrometer (EIS) aboard the earth- 
orbiting spacecraft Imp 8, intense energetic electron events (E >• 200 keV) have been observed at • 30 R• 
in the magnetotail on 13 of 28 magnetotail passes. In one class of events, peak absolute intensitiesj(E >• 
200 keV) = 10a-10 • el (cm ø' s sr) -• are detected; the differential energy spectra for these events are very 
steep, with power law indices of •7. For this class of observations, symmetric electron pitch angle 
distributions are detected with the presence of little or no unidirectional streaming, a finding consistent 
with quasi-trapped motion of the particles. Concurrent observations with other instrumentation on the 
same spacecraft indicate that the local magnetic fields possess northward components while simultaneous 
plasma (50 eV < E < 45 keV) data show bulk flow speeds of a few hundred kilometers per second or less, 
with intense plasma heating ordinarily occurring. A second distinct class of events corresponds to lower 
average absolute electron intensities (E >• 200 keV), typically harder electron energy spectra, and strong 
intermittent field-aligned (and tailward) unidirectional streaming of the energetic electrons. During 
periods when this class of events is observed in the plasma sheet, strong southward components are found 
in the local magnetic fields, and large tailward bulk plasma flow has been reported (with tailward jetting in 
excess of 1000 km s -• in certain cases). The second class of events is consistent with energetic electron 
motion on essentially open field lines. These streaming events are found to be associated with apparent 
localized acceleration regions in the magnetotail. 
INTRODUCTION 
Energetic electron intensities at large geocentric distances in 
the earth's magnetotail have been studied extensively during 
the last decade [Anderson, 1965; Montgomery et al., 1965; 
Bame et al., 1967; Montgomery, 1968; Haskell, 1969; Retzler 
and Simpson, 1969; Singer and Bame, 1970; Meng, 1971 ]. In a 
prior report [Baker and Stone, 1976] we have briefly summa- 
rized the results of these previous papers in which the observa- 
tions were ordinarily presented for electron energy thresholds 
of E • 40 keV, often with relatively high flux detection thresh- 
olds. 
Recently, the earth-orbiting Imp 7 and Imp 8 spacecraft 
have afforded a further opportunity to study simultaneously 
the properties of plasma waves and particles, the local mag- 
netic fields, and the very energetic particle component in the 
magnetotail. Imp 8 (launched in October 1973) has an orbital 
period of •12 days and spends roughly 3 days within the 
magnetotail during each orbit. The nominal orbital parame- 
ters (perigee, •23 R•; apogee, •46 R•; and inclination, •29 ø) 
make Imp 8 well suited for providing broad coverage of the 
cislunar magnetotail. Imp 7 has a similar though somewhat 
more circular orbit. 
Sarris et al. [1976] have reported Imp 7 data showing unidi- 
rectional streaming of protons (Es > 0.29 MeV) and electrons 
(Ee > 0.22 MeV) in the magnetosheath with flow in the tail- 
ward direction. Within the magnetotail, Sarris et al. have 
found highly anisotropic proton bursts, but these authors have 
concluded that energetic electrons are mainly isotropic 
throughout the magnetotail. 
Frank et al. [1976] have reported on the plasmas, the mag- 
netic fields, and the energetic electron (Ee > 45 keV) properties 
at •30 R• as seen with Imp 8 during 1974. Using the con- 
current body of 1974 data for the California Institute of Tech- 
nology electron/isotope spectrometer (Caltech EIS), we have 
studied results for electrons with energies of •>200 keV. In an 
earlier report [Baker and Stone, 1976] we briefly described 
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some of the energetic electron anisotropies observed in con- 
junction with the acceleration regions identified by Frank et al. 
[1976]. In the present paper we give more detailed analyses of 
our observations in the distant plasma sheet, including specific 
features of intensities, energy spectra, and pitch angle distribu- 
tions of the very energetic electrons associated with intense 
plasma particle vents (50 eV _< E _< 45 keV)detected with 
University of Iowa electrostatic analyzers. In a companion 
paper we report on observations in the magnetotail boundary 
layer. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
The Caltech EIS aboard Imp 8 is schematically illustrated in 
Figure 1. The telescope comprises a stack of 11 totally depleted 
surface barrier solid state detectors surrounded by a plastic 
scintillator anticoincidence cup. One of the solid state detec- 
tors (D2) is 47 #m thick, while all other detectors in the stack 
are I mm thick. In addition, the first two detectors in the 
telescope (DO and D 1) are annular and provide active collima- 
tion for a detection mode termed 'narrow geometry.' Protons 
and other nuclei are counted with high efficiency in D2, while 
electrons are not. Hence a clean separation of electrons from 
protons is possible in narrow geometry by requiring the trig- 
gering of detector D5 in coincidence with D2 (for protons) or 
in anticoincidence with D2 (for electrons). 
/ 
In this paper we shall make primary use of counting rates 
from an instrument mode termed 'wide geometry.' This par- 
ticular mode consists of count rates from particles which pass 
through the thin (•3.2 mg cm -•') mylar window of the tele- 
scope, trigger detector DO, and then stop in the stack before 
triggering D 10 or D 11. Although both electrons and protons 
are counted in this mode, we use it because of its large geomet- 
ric factor and hence improved counting statistics. By using the 
other simultaneous detection capabilities of the narrow geom- 
etry it has been determined that protons ordinarily make a 
relatively minor contribution to the counting rates presented 
here. 
The EIS instrument also has a neutral analysis mode which 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the Imp 8 ElS. Detectors DO 
through D 10 are totally depleted surface barrier solid state detectors, 
while D 11 is a plastic scintillator anticoincidence cup. 
requires the triggering of D7 without triggering DO, D1, D3, 
D4, D5, D10, or D ll. This mode is used to monitor the 
background due to the neutral radiation components such as 
gamma rays and neutrons which interact in the detector stack 
after being generated by the nuclear interaction of high-energy 
cosmic rays in the spacecraft. 
For the absolute electron intensities presented in this paper 
we have used the neutral analysis and narrow geometry detec- 
tion modes of the ElS to subtract the proton, neutral, and 
cosmic ray nuclei contributions to the wide geometry counting 
rates. The response properties of relevance for this study are 
summarized in Table 1. Additional details about the ElS and 
its response properties are given by Hurford et al. [1974] and 
Mewaldt et al. [1976]. 
It is found that the energy spectra of electrons in the plasma 
sheet are fairly steep (commonly having differential power law 
indices of >•3). It is seen in Table 1 that the DO* and D01* 
counting rates have passbands with effective upper cutoffs at 
Ee '" 6 MeV. Because of the steep electron spectra observed we 
shall regard the background-corrected DO* and D01* counting 
rates as being proportional to the integral intensities of elec- 
trons above the threshold energies of Table 1. These integral 
intensities will subsequently be labeled as the E >• 200 keV 
fluxes and the E >• 1 M eV fluxes, respectively. 
The ElS also provides concurrent pulse height analysis data 
from which the detailed differential energy spectra for electron 
energies E >• 160 keV may be determined. The pulse height 
analysis (PHA) data used subsequently in this paper are ob- 
tained in the narrow geometry detection mode. Events are 
analyzed in detector D5 with the requirement that the particle 
not have triggered D2. This detector combination allows very 
clean separation of electrons and nuclei. The individual pulse 
height analyzer channel widths in D5 are ,•40 keV, which 
represents he maximum energy resolution available with the 
Caltech experiment. We ordinarily use the first 50 PHA chan- 
nels of D5 and hence extend our event analysis to ,-•2 MeV. 
Of particular note is the high degree of insensitivity of the 
PHA data to electron pileup. For conditions of high intensities 
and steep energy spectra it is possible for count rates in thick 
detectors to be due to twofold or threefold coincidences of 
stopping electrons of energy well below the normal detection 
threshold. In the ElS instrument the 47-•m detector D2 is 
present in front of the thick detector D5 in which the electron 
pulse height analysis is performed, and D2 acts to stop elec- 
trons of E •< 90 keV. Hence the PHA data are not contami- 
nated by very high intensities of these low-energy electrons. 
Angular distributions may be studied in all of the detection 
modes described above. The Imp 8 spacecraft rotates about an 
axis very nearly perpendicular to the ecliptic plane with a spin 
period of '-,2.6 s. The angular distributions to be discussed 
here are primarily for electrons of E >• 200 keV. The counts in 
this channel are accumulated in eight sun-fixed 45 ø sectors by 
an on-board system. Each sample represents an accumulation 
for seven consecutive spacecraft rotations (i.e., '-,20 s), and the 
20-s sample is then read out once every 81.92 s. All angular 
distributions described herein are established within this eight- 
sector framework. We label each angular distribution by the 
nearest second UT to the start of the accumulation period. 
The range of pitch angles sampled in each rotation depends 
upon the cone angle F between the magnetic field vector and 
the spacecraft spin vector. If the local magnetic field vector is 
perpendicular to the spin vector (F = 90ø), then in each 
rotation the ElS detectors will sample all pitch angles. For 
smaller cone angles (F = 65ø-70ø), rather complete pitch 
angle coverage is still obtained because of the finite opening 
TABLE 1. Electron Response Properties for the Caltech Imp 8 Instrument (Wide Geometry) 
Effective Uni- 
Detection Electron Detection Collimator Half Effective Electron directional Geometric 
Modet Threshold, MeV Angle, deg Detection Energy,:!: MeV Factor,:!: cm 2 sr 
DO* 40.16 26.3 0.2 •< Ee •< 6 1.6 :t: 0.1 
D01* •0.7 24.4 I •< Ee •< 6 1.4 + 0.1 
tThe designation DO* means electrons are counted in the front detector (DO) and subsequently stop 
in the detector stack; D01* electrons are counted in coincidence by DO and the second detector (D1) 
and subsequently stop in the detector stack. 
:!:The electron response functions rise gradually to peak efficiency above the threshold energy. The 
effective passbands and geometric factors are chosen to correspond to values least sensitive to spectral 
changes for a wide range of spectral forms. 
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angle of the detector system. For cone angles below •-50 ø, 
pitch angles near 0 ø do not fall within the detector aperture at 
all. Regions where cone angle effects are important will be 
pointed out when observations are presented. 
DEFINITION OF THE DATA SET 
The data used in this study were drawn from three experi- 
ments aboard Imp 8. The principal data were those obtained 
with the Caltech EIS as described in the prev, ious section. Also 
used were magnetic field data and plasma data. 
The magnetic field data covering the period from March to 
October 1974 were obtained with the Goddard Space Flight 
Center flux-gate magnetometer (R. P. Lepping and N. F. Ness, 
private communication, 1976). Magnetic field vectors aver- 
aged over 15.36 s were provided in solar ecliptic and solar 
magnetospheric oordinate frames. Longer temporal averages 
of these basic vectors were calculated when appropriate. 
The plasma data were obtained from the University of Iowa 
Lepedea experiment on Imp 8 (L. A. Frank, private communi- 
cation, 1975). These data are summarized in the now familiar 
form of color-coded energy-time (E-t) spectrograms [see Frank 
and Ackerson, 1971; Frank et al., !976]. Each spectrogram 
summarizes one 24-hour period with directional and different- 
ial intensity information provided separately for protons and 
electrons in the energy range 50 eV < E < 45 keV. There were 
335 spectrograms available for 1974. 
It has been a goal of this study to compare flux enhance- 
ments of electrons of E >• 200 key as revealed by the EIS with 
plasma events as seen in the E-t spectrograms. As a somewhat 
flexible working definition of a plasma 'event' therefore we 
have adopted the following: a distinct relatively detached re- 
gion in the E-t spectrogram for electrons in which the differ- 
ential Lepedea intensity rises to at least -,1(7 counts s -x for 
some energy above 100 e¾. Since counting rates near 100 e¾ 
are usually •< 100' s -x even in the typical plasma sheet environ- 
ment, such intensity increases as qualify for this definition of 
an event are interpreted as indicating significant plasma heat- 
ing [cf. Frank et al., 1976]. There were •-175 identifiable 
plasma events in the 335 spectrograms examined in 1974. 
These events were observed on 21 of 30 Imp 8 magnetotail 
passes, and their occurrence was distributed over 45 of the 335 
days. 
The highly energetic electrons (E >• 200 keY) measured with 
the Caltech experiment were seen to significantly exceed back- 
ground intensities at some time on virtually every magnetotail 
pass. The initial survey of the intensities was done in terms of 
1-hour counting rate averages. Although large flux variations 
may occur within a 1-hour time span, the hourly averages 
provide a reliable index of general magnetotail activity. 
In Figure 2, based on the hourly averages of count rates for 
electrons of E >• 200 keY, we have plotted the number of 
periods for which the intensity exceeded two selected flux 
thresholds during each magnetotail pass of 1974. The magne- 
totail pass number is reckoned as the ascending node number 
of the particular orbit from the time of launch. In the upper 
part of Figure 2 we show the number of periods for whichj(E 
>• 200 keV) exceeded 2 (cm"' s sr) -x, and below this is shown 
the number of hours for which j(E >• 200 keV) exceeded 10 
(cm"' s sr)-'. 
A seasonal effect appears prominently in Figure 2 in that the 
duration of energetic electron detection is much longer for 
magnetotail passes occurring broadly near day 100 and day 
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Fig. 2. The upper panel shows the number of 1-hour sample periods in which the Imp 8 ElS response to electrons of E 
>• 200 keV exceeded two selected flux thresholds during 1974. The horizontal shaded bars indicate magnetotail passes on 
which plasma events, as defined in the text, were observed. The lower panel shows the SM latitude of the spacecraft as it 
passed through the midnight meridian and hence provides a rough indication of the proximity to the neutral sheet during 
the year. 
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270. Some 90 days before (or after) these periods the duration 
of electron detection is typically •<20% as long. As several 
prior studies have shown, energetic electron fluxes associated 
with the plasma sheet are confined to regions within several 
earth radii of the neutral sheet [e.g., Montgomery et al., 1965; 
Bame et al., 1967; Meng, 1971]. The lower panel of Figure 2 
shows the spacecraft latitude 0sM at the time that Imp 8 passed 
through the midnight meridian (•sM - 180 ø). This parameter 
gives a rough indication of proximity to the plasma sheet 
during a given magnetotail pass for the year of observation 
under discussion. From Figure 2 it is clear that the spacecraft 
sampling of the magnetotail determines to a large extent the 
pattern of observations indicated in the upper panel of the 
figure. 
Also indicated in Figure 2 are magnetotail passes during 
which there were extremely elevated electron rates due to solar 
activity. Although magnetotail bursts were still often observed 
superimposed upon this solar background, we shall concen- 
trate here on observations made during March and April 1974, 
at which time solar electrons were not a factor. 
OBSERVATIONS 
The energetic electron events which form the basis of this 
report are conveniently studied according to the particular 
type of plasma region with which each is associated. Frank et 
al. [1976] have described magnetotail plasma phenomena and 
magnetic fields characteristic of three different domains: (1) 
the plasma sheet, (2) the boundary layer, which forms the 
transition region between the magnetotail and the magneto- 
sheath (which is, furthermore, identified as the tailward exten- 
tion of the polar cusp), and (3) the regions near and within the 
localized magnetotail acceleration regions (termed 'fireball re- 
gions' by Frank et al.). In this paper we describe observations 
in the plasma sheet and in the fireball regions. In the compan- 
ion paper we discuss our observations of the varied phenome- 
nology of the boundary layer. 
Plasma Sheet Events 
As the first example of the magnetotail plasma sheet events 
at •30 Re we describe a period in which the ElS recorded a 
relatively high intensity of electrons of E • 200 keV. This 
period occurred on March 24 (day 83), 1974. We show 4.1-min 
averages of the quantities of interest in Figure 3. The basic 
format of Figure 3 is such that the abscissa is the universal 
time (UT) of data acquisition. In addition, at the bottom of 
the figure, spacecraft attitude information is provided at se- 
lected intervals. The information includes spacecraft latitude 
0su and longitude ½su, both in geocentric solar magneto- 
spheric (GSM) coordinates, as well as geocentric radial dis- 
tance in earth radii (1 Re - 6375 km). The spacecraft is seen to 
be slightly below the solar magnetospheric equator for the 
period shown in Figure 3 and is seen to be in the postmidnight 
longitude sector at •33 Re. 
Magnetic field data are shown plotted in solar magneto- 
spheric coordinates in the lowest three panels of Figure 3. 
Included are the total average field strength F, measured in 
gammas (1 3' - 10 -5 G), the SM field azimuth ½B, and the Z 
component of the magnetic field Bz, also measured in gammas. 
The field strength varies between • 5 and • 20 3' and the lowest 
field strengths are associated with four well-defined changes of 
½B by • 180 ø between •0940 and • 1030 UT. Such field revers- 
als along with small F values indicate examples of classic 
'neutral sheet' crossings. The Z component of the magnetic 
field is zero or positive for virtually all of the day. There is an 
indication of slightly negative Bz between 1100 and 1130 UT. 
The absolute intensities of electrons of E • 200 keV and E • 
1 MeV are shown in the uppermost panel of Figure 3. The 
background levels for both the E >• 200 keV and the E • 1 
MeV channels are also indicated. These levels represent the 
typical portion of the counting rate subtracted as background 
from DO* and D01*, respectively, divided by the geometric 
factors of Table 1. Thus when the flux plotted for E >• 200 keV 
approaches •7 X 10 -2 (cm 2 s sr) -x or when the flux plotted for 
E • 1 MeV approaches 1.2 X 10 -2 (cm 2 s sr) -x, the back- 
ground correction is comparable to the measured flux. 
Several electron flux enhancements are indicated by the EIS 
data, and intensities of electrons of E >• 200 keV typical of the 
plasma sheet at 30 Re (• 10 • cm -2 s -• sr -•) are detected, for 
example, after 1330 UT. Note that the highest intensity of 
electrons ofE • 1 MeV (by about a factor of 5) during this 
period occurs between •0930 and • 1030 UT, i.e., at the time 
of the neutral sheet crossings identified in the magnetic field 
data. Such an observation suggests imilarities to the findings 
of Murayama and Simpson [1968] and Retzler and Simpson 
[1969], who observed relativistic electrons strongly correlated 
with the neutral sheet at • 19 and •38 Re. 
Primary attention is drawn, however, to the very large in- 
tensity enhancement in the E >• 200 keV electrons between 
•1200 and 1300 UT. A 'flat-topped' intensity peak corre- 
sponding toj(E >• 200 keV) • 2 X 10 • el (cm 2 s sr) -x is reached 
between 1225 and 1255 UT. Moreover, this event is found to 
occur in association with an intense plasma heating event 
(L. A. Frank, private communication, 1975). Specifically, during 
the time period after 1200 UT the average proton and electron 
energies more than double, and the E > 45 keV electron 
intensities increase by several orders of magnitude, but bulk 
plasma flows remain moderate (•<400 km s -•) throughout. 
The second panel from the top of Figure 3 summarizes one 
method of investigating the spectral variation observed for this 
period. A differential energy spectrum obeying a power law in 
kinetic energy is assumed for the observed electrons, and the 
ratio of the background-corrected count rates (D01*/D0*) is 
then used to infer the value of 3' in dj/dE cr E-'•. It is found 
that energetic electrons in the plasma sheet at 30 Re are ordi- 
narily distributed, when the present method is used, such that 
2 •< 3' •< 5 (cf. periods following 1330 UT in Figure 3). In 
contrast, however, during the primary intensity enhancement 
between 1225 and 1255 UT of day 83 the computed spectral 
index increases substantially and lies in the range 6 •< 3' •< 7. 
Hence a pronounced steepening of the energy spectrum is 
indicated. 
To assess the appropriateness of a power law description of 
the energy spectrum, we have studied the detailed EIS pulse 
height analysis data. Resulting electron differential energy 
spectra for a sampling of periods preceding and during the 
main intensity enhancement on March 24 are shown in Figure 
4. As was discussed in the instrumentation section, we have 
found it most suitable to use single-parameter analysis and 
restrict detailed spectral analysis to channel groupings gener- 
ally corresponding to the range 160 keV •< E •< 2 MeV. We 
have also subtracted from all data shown a gamma ray in- 
duced background spectrum which was established from a 3- 
day average obtained during an extended quiet time period in 
late 1973. The background spectrum ordinarily contributes 
< 1% of the counting rate in the lower energy intervals, but it 
often does contribute significantly (10-20%) for the energy 
intervals with E • 1 MeV. A detailed laboratory calibration 
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Fig. 3. Summary of 4.1-min averages of energetic electron fluxes (as labeled), energy spectral variations (3'), first- and 
second-order anisotropy amplitudes (S and K, respectively), andanisotropy hases relative to the magnetic f eld azimuth (A• - 4•B and A•. -- 4•B, respectively) as detected with the ElS for a portion ofMarch 24, 1974. Magnetic f eld ata (courtesy 
R. P. Lepping and N. F. Ness) shown i SM coordinates in the lower three panels include the total field strength (F in 
gammas), field azimuth (4•), and Z component of the field (Bz in gammas). At the bottom of the figure is shown the time 
of data cquisition (UT) plus the spacecraft l titude (0sin), longitude (4•sm), and geocentric radial distance (RE). 
response matrix has been determined for the EIS instrument, 
and a matrix inversion technique isused to obtain the spectral 
poin'ts as shown in Figure 4. •Included with each of the data 
points is an error bar indicating the 1• uncertainty associated 
with the flux in the particular energy inter•,al plotted. The 
periods covered by the spectra in Figure 4 are shown by the 
shaded regions in the upper panel of Figure 3. 
Inspection of the five spectra shown for the selected 15-min 
intervals reveals that, generally speaking, power law forms do 
appear to fit the pulse height data well. Included with each 
spectrum is a least squares power law fit to the flux points. By 
comparing the values of 'y derived in this least squares fitting 
procedure with the values of'y plotted in Figure 3 it is seen that 
rather good agreement is obtained for the 0930, 1210, 1240, 
and 1310 UT examples. This agreement is interpreted as sup- 
porting our assumption ofthe applicability of a simple power 
law spectrum for" most of the event period. 
Note, however, that a substantial discrepancy exists for the 
1155-1210 UT interval. The ratio D01*/D0* implies that 'y •, 
4.5 for this period, whereas the PHA data indicate that 'y = 5.9 
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Fig. 4. Several differential energy spectra for electrons of 160 keV 
•< E •< 2 MeV taken at the indicated times in the plasma sheet on 
March 24, 1974. The spectra are obtained from pulse height analysis 
data as described in the text. The least squares fits made to the flux 
points (assuming a power law distribution in kinetic energy) are in- 
dicated by the solid line in each case. 
+ 0.1. Inspection of the data appears to confirm the quality of 
the fit to the PHA data in Figure 4. To resolve this question, 
we have studied spectra for shorter subintervals in this time 
period and have found that the spectrum has a distinct break 
at •500 keV and is formed by a low-energy portion going as 
E -6 and a high-energy portion going as E -•"7. This results in an 
anomalously high integral response for E >• 1 MeV (i.e., in 
D01*). Thus the ratio D01*/D0* is large and predicts a harder 
spectrum. 
It is our conclusion therefore that the energetic electrons in 
the range 160 keV to •2 MeV are ordinarily distributed ac- 
cording to a power law in energy. For limited periods this is 
not true, and a two-part spectrum is observed with a distinct 
break at •500 keV. This appears to be a feature seen more 
commonly in the boundary layer and fireball regions and is 
under further investigation. Finally, as the exemplary spec- 
trum for 1240-1255 UT demonstrates, the energetic electron 
spectra become Very soft (with 3' > 7) at the peak intensity 
periods. 
We return once again to the information contained in Fig- 
ure 3. An extensive study of the angular distributions of the 
electrons of E >• 200 keV on March 24 has been made. The 
properties of these angular distributions in terms of the first- 
and second-order anisotropies are summarized in the third 
through sixth panels of the figure. A simple Fourier analysis 
has been performed for each 4.1-min sample period. An analy- 
tic form has been assumed as follows: 
C(½) = Co[1 + Scos (½ - A•)+ K cos 2(½ - Ao.)] (1) 
Here C represents the number of counts obtained in the azimu- 
thal (½) direction, while Co is the ommidirectional or spin- 
averaged number of counts. The terms within the brackets 
represent the degree of directional intensity modulation. The 
middle term in the brackets of (1) represents first-order modu- 
lation, which we identify as unidirectional streaming of par- 
ticles (ordinarily along magnetic field lines). The parameter/x• 
is the phase angle (in the coordinate ½) at which the intensity is 
a maximum, while the parameter S represents the relative 
streaming amplitude. The final term in the brackets of (1) 
represents second-order modulation. This may ordinarily be of 
the bidirectional variety (a field-aligned or 'cigar' distribution) 
with equal maxima in intensity along the positive and negative 
B field directions, or it may be the bimodal variety (a 'pancake' 
distribution) with a maximum intensity perpendicular to the 
local field line and axisymmetric about this line. Once again, 
A•. is the second-order modulation phase angle, and K repre- 
sents the relative modulation amplitude of the pancake or 
cigar distribution. For measurement of complete isotropy 
there is no modulation, so that the parameters S and K are 
equal to zero and C(½) = Co. Isotropic, bimodal, and bidirec- 
tional distributions all indicate a strong mirror point magnetic 
field geometry in order that such symmetric distributions be 
maintained. The pancake distribution in particular is asso- 
ciated with trapped or pseudo-trapped particle populations on 
closed field lines. 
Least squares fits assuming the form of (1) are made to the 
eight-sector roll angle distributions assembled for each sample 
period, and the parameters Co, S, K, Ax, and Ao. are regularly 
computed on this basis. The phase angle A•. is periodic on the 
interval 0ø-180 ø, and thus we compute A•. modulo 180 ø. Un- 
certainties of 1 • are also computed in the fitting procedure for 
each parameter, and these are indicated by the error bars in 
Figure 3. The uncertainties decrease with increasing number of 
events and thus permit accurate determination of progressively 
smaller anisotropies. 
We have subtracted the ecliptic plane projected (azimuthal) 
direction of the magnetic field vector ½B from the computed 
values of A• and A•. discussed in the last paragraph. The 
motivation for this subtraction is that the magnetic field 
should organize the particle motions and well-defined stream- 
ing should be along the field line A• -- ½B • 0 ø or 180 ø , 
whereas well-defined second-order modulation should be ei- 
ther parallel to B(/%. - ½• • 0 ø) for bidirectional modulation 
or should be perpendicular to B(A•. - ½• • 90 ø) for bimodal 
distributions. The quantities/x• -, ½• and/x•. - ½• are there- 
fore plotted in Figure 3. 
It is seen in the third panel that streaming is small (usually S 
•< 0.1) throughout the period covered, especially during peri- 
ods when the largest electron intensities are detected. The 
(small) first-order modulation which is detected has a rather 
randomly distributed phase with respect to the magnetic field 
longitude (as seen in the fourth panel). A few samples with 
statistically significant streaming and small second-order ani- 
sotropy are present between 1115 and 1130 UT, at which time 
it was noted that Bz was negative. 
The second-order modulation amplitude K is comparable to 
and often larger than the streaming index S. Particularly be- 
fore • 1100 UT and after • 1300 UT there is persistent modu- 
lation with /%. - ½B • 90 ø, indicating pancake distributions. 
Near isotropy is found during the primary enhancement be- 
tween 1225 and 1255 UT, but the phase is well defined with A2 
-- ½• • 0 ø. Hence a mild field-aligned bidirectionality is 
observed during the flux maximum, and this characteristic has 
been seen during several other intense events during peak flux 
periods. 
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Energetic electron events uch as the one shown for day 83 
are frequently seen in the plasma sheet with Imp 8 (and these 
may be more or less intense). Increases in absolute intensities 
(by factors of 10:-10 a) accompanied bydramatic softening of
the energy spectra re typical of -,,20 distinct events, for ex- 
ample, between day 70 and day 120 of 1974. In each case the E 
>• 200 keV electrons were associated with the 50 eV •< E •< 45 
keV plasma events observed simultaneously. The energetic 
electron enhancements were typified too by their association 
with regular magnetic fields that had nearly continuously 
northward Bz components. Ordinarily, the electrons of E >• 
200 keV had the symmetric pitch angle distributions of a 
quasi-trapped electron population as seen above. We show 
another example of this type to underscore the general charac- 
teristics and also to demonstrate some contrasting features. 
Figure 5summarizes data obtained from Imp 8 for a portion 
of April 6 (day 96), 1974, i.e., on the magnetotail pass follow- 
ing that shown in Figure 3. The spacecraft inthis case was in a 
position generally similar to that described for the March 24 
event. 
The magnetic field data are shown in the bottom three 
panels of Figure 5. As in the previous period described, the 
field strength F varies between -,,5 and 20 3', and several field 
azimuth reversals are evident wherein 4•B changed by -,, 180 ø. 
During several periods of time, notably between 0430 and 0600 
UT, the field is nearly vertical, with Bz '-' F. 
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Fig. 5. Same as Figure 3, showing data obtained by Imp 8 for a portion of April 6, 1974. See Figure 3 and text for 
description of plotted quantities. 
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The absolute intensities of electrons of E >• 200 keV and E >• 
I MeV are shown in the uppermost panel of the Figure 5. 
Several small flux enhancements are evident in the flux pro- 
files. Intensities of electrons of E >• 200 keV typical of the 
plasma sheet at •30 Re are detected before •0330 UT and 
after •0630 UT. However, beginning at •0345 UT the in- 
tensity of electrons of E •> 200 keV rises rapidly by over 4 
orders of magnitude to • 10 • el (cm 2 s sr) -•, while the intensity 
of electrons of E ? 1 MeV rises by about 1 order of magnitude. 
This enhancement is centered on a neutral sheet crossing (see 
4B) and furthermore represents one of the highest intensities 
recorded with the EIS on any magnetotail pass. 
The general shape and character of the flux profile in Figure 
5 suggests similarities to the primary enhancement of day 83 
shown in Figure 3. The second panel of Figure 5 shows that 
the analogy extends also to the energy spectrum of the elec- 
trons, since the spectral ratio D01*/D0* implies that 'r >• 6.5. 
In other enhancements on day 96, 2 •< 'y •< 5, which has been 
noted to be more typical of the plasma sheet. 
Figure 6 shows several differential energy spectra for the 
period encompassing the primary intensity enhancement on 
April 6. The spectra re derived from the EIS pulse height 
analysis data in the same fashion described for those shown in 
Figure 4. The period covered by each spectrum is shown as a 
shaded bar in the upper panel of Figure 5. 
As with the data shown for March 24, the differential in- 
tensities for April 6 appear to be generally well described by a 
single power law in energy. The least squares fits to the flux 
points are shown by the solid lines drawn through the data. 
The slopes of the fits in Figure 6 are to be compared with the 
spectral indices computed from the ratio D01*/D0* in the 
second panel of Figure 5. Although the count rate ratio often 
varies considerably during a given 15-min interval, the average 
values of 'r obtained from D01*/D0* are consistent with and 
in good agreement with the PHA spectra. The examples hown 
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Fig. 6. Differential energy spectra for electrons as measured on 
April 6, 1974, with the ElS. The data are analogous to those shown in 
Figure 4. 
for 0430-0445 and 0445-0500 UT demonstrate once again the 
significant steepening of the spectrum which occurs for these 
events. 
Returning attention to Figure 5, we see in the third panel 
that streaming is small (usually S •< 0.1 ) throughout the period 
covered, especially between 0400 and 0600 UT, when the larg- 
est electron intensities are detected. The residual modulation 
which is detected has no well-defined phase with respect o the 
magnetic field longitude (as seen in the fourth panel). A few 
sample periods have S significantly above 0.1, and these occur 
in regions of quite low flux. 
In contrast, the second-order modulation is larger for much 
of the time period in Figure 5. Before 0345 UT the phase angle 
A2 -- 4B is widely scattered, and no well-established pitch angle 
distribution pattern is discerned for this region. From 0345 to 
0410 UT, A• -- 4a is •90 ø, indicating a mildly pancake charac- 
ter of the pitch angle distribution. From 0410 to 0445 UT, 
when the highest absolute intensities are seen to occur, the 
modulation amplitude is small (K •< 0.05), indicating apparent 
isotropy. However, the phase angle A• -- 4a is well established 
and is seen to be near 0 ø (save for two sample periods near 
0440 UT). Having A• -- 4a • 0 ø indicates a bidirectional 
character of the distribution. At 0445 UT a much stronger 
modulation appears at the time that the intensities begin to 
decline, but it remains bidirectional. After 0515 UT and 
throughout the further decay phase of the event, sometimes 
strong pancake distributions are detected. 
The explicit character of the electron angular distributions is 
shown in Figure 7, where the number of counts per sector is 
plotted versus olar ecliptic longitude. The azimuthal direction 
of the magnetic field • is indicated in each small box by the 
positive vertical arrow, while 4B - 180 ø is shown by the 
negative vertical arrow. The time of each sample (UT) is also 
indicated in each case. The la uncertainties are shown by error 
bars when they exceed the size of the plotted points. Each 
sample represents •20 s of data. 
The apparent near isotropy of the fluxes prior to 0445 UT is 
evident in Figure 7. However, as the examples between 0415 
and 0425 UT show, a mildly bidirectional (cigar) character is 
present during the period of maximum intensity. 
The third vertical panel shows the much stronger bidirec- 
tional modulation detected beginning at •0445 UT. The 
abruptness of this change can be understood in part in terms of 
the cone angle F which the magnetic field makes with the 
spacecraft spin vector. (The nature of cone angle effects was 
discussed above in the instrumentation section.) In the lower 
left-hand corner of each sample distribution in Figure 7 we 
show the total average field strength F, and in the lower right- 
hand corner we show the value of Bz (both in gammas). When 
Bz • F, only pitch angles near a • 90 ø are sampled, and when 
Bz • 0, then all pitch angles are sampled. The third panel of 
Figure 7 shows that from 0440 to 0445 UT the magnetic field is 
essentially vertical and pitch angle coverage is minimal. Begin- 
ning with the 0447 UT sample, considerably more complete 
coverage (F • 45 ø) is obtained, and at that time the true 
strength of the bidirectional modulation is revealed. For times 
when Bz = F it is not possible to say what the true pitch angle 
distribution is. It is clear, however, that the true modulation 
amplitude is much larger after •0445 UT than at •0415 UT, 
for example. 
The fourth panel of Figure 7 shows the change to pancake 
distributions observed beginning at •0515 UT. Again, cone 
angle effects play a role in determining the relative strength of 
the modulation; however, for a pancake distribution the max- 
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imum intensity (at a = 90 ø) is always correctly determined, 
even though the minimum intensity (at a = 0 ø ) is not sampled. 
For the event periods March 24 and April 6 the observed 
symmetric angular distributions indicate a closed field line 
structure. Concurrent plasma observations [Frank et al., 1976] 
show intense plasma heating for the day 96 event with more 
than a threefold increase in average lectron energy between 
0300 and 0430 UT, for example. The intensities of electrons ot' 
E > 45 keV increase dramatically at about 0400 UT, much as 
the E >• 200 keV electrons do. Frank et al., however, find that 
the plasma bulk flow velocities remain small to moderate in 
magnitude with speeds in the range 50-500 km s-•. The flow is 
well ordered and generally antisunward for the entire period 
covered in Figure 5. 
The bulk flow character combined with the continually 
northward Bz component ofthe magnetic field (see Figures 3
and 5) has been suggested by Frank et al. [1976] as evidence 
that in the class of events described above we observe hot 
plasma and energetic particles injected onto the closed field 
lines of the plasma sheet. The detailed analysis performed for 
electrons of E >• 200 keV indicates angular distributions which 
are entirely consistent with this picture of confinement. 
Fireball Encounter 
On occasion the EIS detects energetic electron populations 
in the magnetotail which have properties that are in distinct 
contrast to those typical of the plasma sheet as discussed 
above. An example of such a period is shown in Figure 8. 
These data were obtained on April 18 (day 108), 1974. For the 
period shown the spacecraft was located at a longitude ½sM >• 
180 ø at •32-Rs geocentric distance. During this time the 
spacecraft remained between 3 ø and 6 ø above the GSM equa- 
torial plane. The data from this period formed the basis of a 
prior report [Baker and Stone, 1976]. 
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The magnetic field data are shown in the three lower panels 
of Figure 8. The directions of the magnetic fields indicated by 
•b• and Bz are notably variable and irregular between 0900 and 
1400 UT. The field magnitude F is also very nonuniform and 
ranges from 3 to 25 •'. Conditions of particular note in the 
plasma sheet magnetic field data, moreover, are the extended 
periods of negative or southward Bz [Frank et al., 1976]. The 
primary regions where this field characteristic is seen are near 
1100 UT and between 1300 and 1400 UT. Following --, 1400 
UT the field directions become much more regular in character 
again (similar to the fields seen on March 24, for example, in 
Figure 3), and Bz remains northward. Near 1700 UT, typical 
neutral sheet crossings are seen in the magnetic fields. 
The electron intensities E • 200 keV and E >• 1 MeV are 
shown in the upper panel of Figure 8. The electron flux is not 
unusually large during this period, but the E • 200 keV 
intensity is quite variable. The electron flux E • 1 M eV re- 
mains relatively constant on the average throughout the period 
at several times the background level. 
Frank et al. [1976] have shown that during the period 
0900-1400 UT shown in Figure 8 the plasma flow speeds were 
often remarkably large, at times exceeding 1000 km s -•. More- 
over, these authors have found a one-to-one correlation of 
strong tailward velocities with negative Bz and of strong earth- 
ward plasma jetting with positive Bz. This contrasts consid- 
erably with the findings of Frank et al. in typical plasma sheet 
events. 
Previous work [Baker and Stone, 1976; Frank et al., 1976] 
has also shown that the energetic electrons in this region have 
much different pitch angle distributions from those ordinarily 
witnessed in the plasma sheet. In the third and fourth panels of 
Figure 8 we show the first- and second-order modulation 
amplitudes, respectively, of electrons of E • 200 keV averaged 
over 4.1-min intervals. During most periods of large fluxes 
(>• 10 (cm •' s sr) -•) both S and K are small (<0.1). When fluxes 
of electrons of E >• 200 keV are • 1 (cm •' s sr) -•, the S and K 
ß 
parameters have large error bars. It is seen that S and K are 
usually of comparable m3gnitude during low flux perio/ds and 
are often consistent with zero. However, near 1100 UT and 
between • 1300 and 1400 UT, S is often sizeable and is statist- 
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ically well determined. These periods correspond to times 
when Bz is largely southward. 
Better temporal resolution is useful in studying the occur- 
rence 9 f energetic electron streaming. Figure 9 is similar to a 
figure shown by Baker and Stone [1976]. It is analogous to 
Figure 7 and employs ,-•20-s temporal resolution of the sec- 
tored EIS counting rates. 
The first and fifth panels are sequences of distributions 
taken during flux enhancements when Bz was continuously 
northward (the Bz value in gammas is shown with each sample 
of Figure 9). In these series, i.e., near 1000 and 1630 UT, the 
electron fluxes are nearly isotropic. On the other hand, near 
1100 UT and 1300 UT, at times when Bz is southward, t he 
second, third, and fourth panels of Figure 9 show that moder- 
ate to strong tailward streaming of the E >• 200 keV electrons 
is often detected. Such distributions are possible only in the 
absence of a mirror geometry, as is expected for open field 
lines. Further inspection of the individual distributions shows 
that tailward streaming is present for magnetic field azimuths 
of both ½B • 0 ø and ½B • 180 ø. Thus strong net flow of 200- 
keV electrons is tailward on field lines characteristic of both 
the northern and the southern halves of the magnetotail. Frank 
et al. [1976] have also reported detection of 10:1 tailward 
streaming of electrons of E > 45 keV near 1100 UT of this day. 
We note that the Z component of the magnetic field has 
substantial magnitude (both positive and negative), but Bz is 
usually small enough in comparison with F that cone angle 
effects are not dominant. Hence reasonably complete pitch 
angle coverage is usually obtained in this region. 
As is argued by Baker and Stone [1976] and Frank et al. 
[1976], observations such as the present ones of strong unidi- 
rectional streaming of energetic electrons on field lines with 
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southward Bz are strongly suggestive evidence that the field 
lines lack mirror geometry and are thus open to the inter- 
planetary medium. The observation of extremely strong tail- 
ward jetting of plasma when Bz is negative and corresponding 
strong earthward jetting when Bz is positive has been used by 
Frank et al. [1976] to argue that this period on April 18 is a 
chance close encounter with the primary magnetotail accelera- 
tion region. In such regions there may be rapid dissipation of 
magnetic flux (magnetic field line merging) at an X type neu- 
tral point with concomitant intense plasma heating and ener- 
getic particle production. In this model one expects that tail- 
ward of the acceleration site (termed the magnetotail 
'fireball'), merged field lines are open and have negative Bz, 
while earthward of the fireball, field lines are closed and have 
positive Bz. The energetic electron angular distributions are 
consistent with this picture. 
There are also distinguishing characteristics in the energy 
spectrum of the electrons observed in this region. The value of 
the spectral index inferred from the ratio D01*/D0* (see the 
second panel of Figure 8) remains ,5,<5.5 throughout the period 
shown. The value of 3' drops on occasion to •2 in the min- 
imum intensity regions. However, it is useful to check the 
appropriateness of the power law assumption made in Figure 
8. In Figure 10 are shown several differential electron energy 
spectra derived from the EIS pulse height analysis data taken 
between •1000 and 1700 UT. The time interval over which 
each spectrum is taken is indicated by the shaded bars near the 
flux profiles in Figure 8. 
Each of the PHA spectra taken between 1010 and 1140 UT 
(shown in Figure 10a) shows that a single power law is not a 
particularly good fit to the data. Each of the spectra appears to 
have a break in it between •500 keV and •1 MeV. In the 1010 
and 1040 UT examples we have shown the least squares fit to 
all the data points. In the 1055, 1110, and 1125 UT examples 
we show the fit to the differential intensities below 450 keV. 
Comparing the PHA spectra of Figure 10a with •he 3` of 
Figure 8 clearly indicates significant discrepancies between the 
spectral indices. Temporal variations may, of course, be re- 
sponsible for some of the differences. Along with each PHA 
spectrum in Figure 10 we show the 15-min average value of 
derived from D01*/D0*, and we define this as 3`,. In each 
example of Figure 10a, 3`, is much smaller than the fit to the 
pulse height data; this indicates a progressive hardening of the 
spectrum at higher energies (where the D01* response lies). 
The spectra shown in Figure 10b for 1240-1255, 1255-1310, 
and 1625-1640 UT are fit much better by a simple power law, 
as is also commonly the case in the typical plasma sheet 
environment. The 3`, and PHA indices agree well in these 
examples also. We are devoting further study to this spectral 
character in the fireball regions (which has also been observed 
in boundary layer acceleration events). 
For the magnetotail data studied most intensively to date, 
i.e., the 1974 Imp 8 data, one other region of the type described 
here (along with a possible third example) associated with 
close fireball encounters has been seen in the EIS magnetotail 
data. Brief intense unidirectional streaming of electrons of E 
200 keV occurred at • 1900 UT on October 8, 1974, when Bz 
was southward and tailward plasma jetting was observed sim- 
ilar to the direction of the magnetic field component and the 
plasma jetting of the April 18 event [Frank et al., 1976]. 
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Fig. 10a. Detailed differential energy spectra for electrons in the 
fireball encounter region on April 18, 1974. The data are analogous to 
those shown in Figures 4 and 6. For the 1010-1025 and 1040-1055 UT 
spectra the least squares fit is made to all flux points. For the 
1055-1110, 111•1125, and 1125-1140 UT examples the fit is made for 
E • 500 keV. The spectral index •. shown with each example is the 15- 
rain average inferred from D01*/D0* and indicates a pronounced 
hardening of the spectrum at high energies. 
SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS 
Based on our survey of electrons of E >• 200 keV detected 
with the Caltech EIS on Imp 8 during 1974, several con- 
clusions may be drawn. 
1. Though no specific examples have been presented here, 
electrons of E • 200 keV are observed beyond the bow shock 
of the earth, in the magnetosheath, and in the magnetotail 
boundary layer as well as in the plasma sheet. 
2. The plasma sheet, as identified using the Lepedea 
plasma analyzers and the flux-gate magnetometer aboard Imp 
8, is essentially continually populated kith electrons of E >• 
200 keV having intensities typically varying from near our flux 
threshold of • l0 -x (cm •- s sr) -x to • l0 •- (cm •- s sr)-x. A typical 
intensity would be •10 (cm •- s sr) -x. 
3. The typical plasma sheet electrons with energies be- 
tween 160 keV and •2 MeV are seen by detailed pulse height 
spectral analysis to be distributed according to a simple power 
law in kinetic energy with spectral indices 2 •< 3` •< 5. 
4. As is discussed extensively by Frank et al. [1976], Bz is 
nearly continuously northward in the plasma sheet, and we 
find this to be the case for the typical periods in which elec- 
trons of E >• 200 keV are present. 
5. Typical energetic electrons studied in the plasma sheet 
have anguiar distributions which are often consistent with 
isotropy. 
6. Clear electron enhancements of E >• 1 M eV are usually 
closely associated with neutral sheet crossings observed in the 
magnetic field data, whereas enhancements of electrons of E >• 
200 keV are often not centered on neutral sheet crossings. 
However, close proximity to the neutral sheet is a prerequisite 
to the detection of large numbers of high-intensity bursts of E 
>• 200 keV (cf. Figure 2). 
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7. We recognize no pattern of streaming anisotropy of 
electrons of E •> 200 keV associated with neutral sheet cross- 
ings. 
8. Essentially all electron bursts of E >• 200 keV occurred 
in approximate coincidence with plasma events identified in 
the Lepedea E-t spectrograms (50 eV < E < 45 keV). 
For several magnetotail passes grouped around day 100 of 
1974 and for several other magnetotail passes grouped aroun• 
day 270 the Imp 8 Orbit kept the spacecraft relatively iaear the 
magnetotail neutral sheet for substantial portions of the tail 
passage. During these orbits (occasionally several times per 
pass), energetic electron bursts with particularly high in- 
tensities were detected. In one class of such intense events, 
fluxes of 11Y-10 s (cm 2 s sr) -• were recorded. 
1. These very intense events regularly correlated with the 
most intense of the plasma heating events witnessed at lower 
energies ( ee discussiSh of Figures 3 and 5 above). 
2. These energetic electron bursts had extremely soft en- 
ergy spectra, and detailed pulse height analysis showed them 
to be distributed as a power law in energy with spectral indices 
of >•6. 
3. Throughout the course of the intense events there wa.s 
detection of statistically significant spin modulation of the 
electrons of E >• 200 keV. First-order or streaming anisotropy 
amplitudes appeared generally negligible (S • 0) during the 
events, but second-order anisotropies were found to be per- 
sistently present. For the most intense portions of the events, 
anisotropy amplitudes were small (K •< 0.1), often with a 
bidirectional (cigar) character. During the decay phase of the 
events both pancake and cigar distributions have been ob- 
served withjmax/jmm • 2. 
4. We note specifically that the Z component of the mag- 
netic field was continually northward for these events (often 
strongly so) as was typically the case for the plasma sheet 
events of lesser magnitude. 
5. Frank et al. [1976] have shown the plasma bulk flows to 
remain moderate in speed for these events and have demon- 
strated that flow properties do not differ appreciably from 
other periods in the plasma sheet. 
Occasionally within the magnetotail, moderately intense 
bursts of electrons of E >• 200 keV are observed which show 
markedly different behavior than is typical of the plasma sheet. 
These energetic electron bursts are found to be associated with 
the fireball acceleration regions identified by Frank et al. 
[19761. 
1. Absolute intensities of electrons of E •> 200 keV reach 
levels which are rather high (>• 10 • (cm • s sr)-•), but not abnor- 
mally so. The intensities also appear extremely variable. 
2. Strong (>10: 1) unidirectional field-aligned and tail- 
ward streaming is observed intermittently during the events. 
Absolute intensities often show substantial variations when 
streaming is detected, a finding consistent with lack of mag- 
netic confinement of the electrons. 
3. Tailward streaming is seen to be associated in some 
detail with regions of negative Bz in the locally measured 
magnetic fields. 
4. Plasma (50 eV < E < 45 keV) observations indicate 
strong earthward (Bz > 0) and strong tailward (Bz < 0) 
plasme .ietting in these events [Frank et al., 1976]. 
5. Energetic electrons show approximate isotropy when 
plasma jetting is earthward and streaming when plasma jetting 
is tailward. 
6. The detailed differential energy spectra for electrons of 
E >• 160 keV suggest a two-part spectrum with a break in the 
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Fig. 10b. Continuation of Figure 10a including a spectrum taken 
well away from the tailward streaming (fireball) region, viz., the 
1625-1640 UT example. 
spectrum at E ,• 500 keV. This does not appear to be com- 
monly observed in the typical plasma sheet flux enhancements. 
DISCUSSION 
The energetic electron characteristics seen most commonly 
in the current study (which we have therefore called typical) 
are similar to those reported in previous studies, many of 
which were made at lower energies. The instrumentation used 
in this work has offered a number of observational advantages 
over many previous studies, including inherently low back- 
ground, large geometric factors, excellent species identi- 
fication, good angular distribution measurement capability, 
and availability of high resolution of differential intensities. 
Concurrent plasma and magnetic field data which were avail- 
able in this study are indispensible for a complete picture of 
the complex phenomena in the magnetotail. 
The intense electron bursts lasting tens of minutes to hours 
appear to have properties in significant contrast to the typical 
plasma sheet situation. These bursts are seen to have extremely 
soft spectra and have absolute intensities of E >• 200 k eV 
ranging up toj >• 104 (cm • s sr) -•. Although Sarris et al. [1976] 
observed similar bursts with Imp 7, they did not discuss in 
detail their observations of second-order anisotropies of elec- 
trons of E > 0.22 MeV. We find substantial second-order 
anisotropies associated with the intense events. Strong second- 
order modulation of electron fluxes of E >• 33 keV was found 
by Singer and Barne [1970], and this was seen to occur almost 
exclusively near (inside) the magnetopause at '• 18 R•. Singer 
and Bame interpreted their observed anisotropies as being of 
pancake character, although they did not have magnetic field 
data available. The present observations (utilizing the locally 
measured magnetic field direction) reveal that both pancake 
and cigar distributions are present for fluxes of electrons of E 
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>• 200 keV detected in the midtail region. Such observed 
electron distributions seem to provide clear evidence that the 
field lines threading the plasmas in the region of the spacecraft 
are closed. 
Only in the fireball regions does the strong energetic electron 
streaming observed seem consistent with the open field lines 
expected in a field line reconnection model. The variability of 
the intensities of electrons of E >• 200 keV also appears con- 
sistent with lack of confinement of the particles, i.e., with their 
relatively rapid escape from a source region past the space- 
craft, probably into the interplanetary medium. The energy 
spectra observed during times of tailward streaming have a 
two-part character possibly consistent with two electron popu- 
lations. We are studying this further to see if these spectra 
indicate active local acceleration to several hundred keV in 
energy combined with an ambient relatively hard spectrum 
above •500 keV. Our data currently suggest hat this may be 
so, since the typical plasma sheet spectrum appears to be one 
continuous spectrum, i.e., that of a single electron population 
following a simple power law distribution. The very intense 
bursts also appear to be one electron population but with a 
much softer spectrum. 
A question of considerable importance is how electrons in 
the magnetotail are accelerated to hundreds of keV in energy. 
As the above discussion of the fireball observations indicated, 
the suggestion has been provisionally made that magnetic field 
line merging is the ultimate energy source for the hot plasmas 
and energetic electrons in the magnetotail. This same basic 
mechanism has been postulated as an acceleration mechanism 
operating on the solar surface, in other planetary magneto- 
spheres, and even in the interplanetary medium. In most of the 
forms in which the field line merging mechanism is discussed, 
however, the potential differences postulated in the magneto- 
tail models are of the order of tens of kilovolts but not hun- 
dreds or thousands of kilovolts. Consequently, the possibility 
that resonant wave-particle interactions produce the energiza- 
tion observed in the distant magnetotail should be considered. 
Gurnett et al. [1976] have described the types of plasma 
waves observed with instrumentation on Imp 8 for the period 
under discussion in this study. Three types of noise are de- 
tected: (1) broadband electrostatic emissions (10 Hz to 1 kHz; 
50 #V/m to 5 mV/m) observed at the edges of the plasma 
sheet and in regions of large plasma bulk flows, (2) whistler 
mode magnetic noise bursts (10-300 Hz; 100 m•') observed 
near the neutral sheet and in regions with large magnetic field 
gradients near the edge of the plasma sheet, i.e., generally in 
the same region as the largest broadband electrostatic noise 
intensities, and (3) narrow band electrostatic emissions near 
harmonics of the electron gyrofrequency observed very in- 
frequently by Imp 8 in the magnetotail. 
Gurnett et al. [1976] have suggested that the broadband 
electrostatic noise and the magnetic noise bursts may be pro- 
duced by current-driven instabilities or other sources of plasma- 
free energy such as particle anisotropies. They have also 
pointed out the possibility that the observed plasma wave 
turbulence could be intense enough to produce the anomalous 
resistivity required in models of field line merging. On the 
other hand, it is suggested that the narrow band electrostatic 
electron cyclotron emissions might be responsible for the ac- 
celebration ot • electrons to the energies (E •> 200 keV) described 
in this study through Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance in- 
teractions. 
The broadband electrostatic noise and the magnetic noise 
bursts are observed to be particularly intense in the heart of 
the fireball region, e.g., at •1100 UT on April 18, 1974. 
However, the electron cyclotron emissions are not detected at 
this particular time. Since the strong plasma jetting, plasma 
heating, and intense energetic electron streaming (along with 
atypical electron energy spectra) suggest active particle accel- 
eration, specifically electron energization to several hundred 
kilovolts, it may be that the broadband electrostatic noise is 
resonantly interacting with the electrons to produce the ob- 
served acceleration. 
The largest intensities of electrons of E >• 200 keV which we 
observe with Imp 8 in the distant magnetotail have properties 
quite distinct from those in the fireball region. These intense 
events are associated with extremely hot plasmas on closed 
field lines. An example which we have discussed in detail, viz., 
the April 6 event, is precisely concurrent with the detection of 
intense narrow band electron cyclotron emissions as reported 
by Gurnett et al. This suggests the possibility that the electron 
cyclotron waves, when present, also interact efficiently with the 
quasi-trapped electrons which are present on the closed field 
lines of the plasma sheet. Thus these relatively rare cyclotron 
emissions may produce the atypically high-intensity spectrally 
soft energetic electrons which have been described here. More 
detailed analysis of other events and modeling of the wave- 
particle interactions will help clarify the role of the plasma 
waves in the acceleration, redistribution in pitch angle, and 
loss processes of the very energetic electrons. 
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